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ABSTRACT
Laboratory experiments were performed to measure differential diffusion of temperature and salinity
across a sheared density interface. The eddy diffusivity of temperature KT exceeded the eddy diffusivity of
salinity KS by as much as 1.5 orders of magnitude at low «/nN
2, where « is the rate of dissipation of turbulent
kinetic energy, n is the kinematic viscosity, andN is the buoyancy frequency in the pycnocline. The diffusivity
ratio d5 KS/KT increased from about 0.05 to 1 over the range 0.1, «/nN
2, 40. These differences made the
eddy diffusivity of density depend on the density ratio. The trend of d with «/nN2 was consistent with trends
found in other experiments, simulations, and theory, and the collapse of several datasets allowed the diffu-
sivity ratio to be expressed as a function of «/nN2. However, shear decreased differential diffusion less in the
experiments than predicted by theory for homogeneous turbulence subjected to constant shear and stratifi-
cation. No strong effect of the density ratio on the diffusivity ratio was apparent. Because many flows in
oceanography and limnology have values of «/nN2 low enough to exhibit significant differential diffusion,
accounting for differential diffusion in interpreting measurements and modeling stratified water bodies is
recommended.
1. Introduction
Mixing in lakes and the ocean can control flow dy-
namics and affect the health and sustainability of eco-
systems. Turbulent flows rarely mix a single scalar;
natural flows usually have multiple scalars with differing
molecular diffusivities. Despite differences in molecular
diffusivities, turbulence is often assumed to transport
scalars at equal rates. However, molecular diffusion can
become important in weak turbulence in a strongly
stratified flow, and differential mixing, or differential
diffusion, between scalars that have different molecular
diffusivities, such as temperature and salinity, can occur
(e.g., Turner 1968; Jackson and Rehmann 2003b; Smyth
et al. 2005).
A key feature of weakly turbulent, strongly stratified
flows is upgradient flux or restratification, which occurs
when turbulence decays before scalars are mixed irre-
versibly. Merryfield (2005) explained the connection
between restratification and differential diffusion: fluid
parcels displaced in unstratified flow cannot restratify,
and the scalar with lower diffusivity (i.e., salinity) is
transported at a greater rate because it stays more
concentrated than the scalar with higher diffusivity (i.e.,
temperature). However, because parcels in stratified
flow can restratify, the net transport of temperature can
be larger if the parcel loses more of its heat than its salt
during restratification. Direct numerical simulations
(DNS) of Gargett et al. (2003) have shown that differ-
ential diffusion of temperature requires larger upgra-
dient fluxes of salinity at high wavenumbers, and rapid
distortion theory, in which the governing equations are
linearized, captures many of the processes leading to
differential diffusion (Jackson et al. 2005; Jackson and
Rehmann 2009).
Differential diffusion has been observed in experi-
ments, numerical simulations, theory, and field mea-
surements (Gargett 2003). Experimental work has been
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limited to experiments with grid or rod mixing (e.g.,
Turner 1968; Jackson and Rehmann 2003b; Martin and
Rehmann 2006) or experiments with passive scalars
such as dyes (e.g., Hebert and Ruddick 2003). How-
ever, grid mixing differs from mixing processes in nat-
ural flows, and experiments with passive scalars are
hard to interpret because of differences in behavior
between active and passive scalars and the effects of
scalar Schmidt number Sc 5 n/D, where n is the kine-
matic viscosity andD is the molecular diffusivity of the
scalar, on differential diffusion. Computational costs
usually force numerical simulations to use scalars with
low Schmidt number (e.g., Gargett et al. 2003; Smyth
et al. 2005; Merryfield 2005) or two-dimensional tur-
bulence (e.g., Merryfield et al. 1998). Theoretical
models have provided insight into the physics behind
differential diffusion, but they often require assump-
tions to simplify the system (Jackson et al. 2005). Ar-
guably the best approach is to measure differential
diffusion in the field. However, because existing in-
struments cannot resolve salinity microstructure, un-
certainty results from indirect methods used to account
for the unresolved scales in the salinity spectra (Nash and
Moum 2002).
To conduct a controlled study of a flow relevant to the
ocean, we performed laboratory experiments to exam-
ine the differential mixing of heat and salt across a dif-
fusively stable, sheared density interface (Fig. 1) as
a function of parameters used in oceanography.1 Dif-
ferential diffusion is quantified by the diffusivity ratio
d 5 KS/KT, where KS is the eddy diffusivity of salt and
KT is the eddy diffusivity of temperature, and expressed
as a function of «/nN2, a measure of the intensity of
turbulence in a stratified flow, where « is the rate of
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy and N is the
buoyancy frequency in the pycnocline between the
layers. Preferential temperature transport (d, 1) occurs
for «/nN2 , 100–1000 for a range of flows (e.g., Turner
1968; Gargett 2003; Jackson and Rehmann 2003b;
Smyth et al. 2005) because the molecular diffusivity of
temperature DT 5 1.4 3 10
27m2 s21 is greater than the
molecular diffusivity of salt DS 5 1.4 3 10
29m2 s21—
that is, DS/DT is small.
We also examine the effect of shear, measured in di-
mensionless form by the gradient Richardson number,
and the density ratio Rr52a(›T/›z)/b(›S/›z) on dif-
ferential diffusion, where z is the vertical coordinate,
T is temperature, S is salinity, and a and b are the
thermal expansion and haline contraction coefficients,
respectively. Richardson number dependence may arise
from the effect of shear on upgradient fluxes. The den-
sity ratio measures the relative contributions of tem-
perature and salinity to the density stratification. While
DNS (Merryfield 2005; Smyth et al. 2005) and theory
(Holloway 2006; Canuto et al. 2002; Jackson and
Rehmann 2009) found that the diffusivity ratio d in-
creases with the density ratio, laboratory experiments
find no such dependence (Jackson and Rehmann 2003b;
Martin and Rehmann 2006).
Entrainment across a sheared density interface has
been the focus of many studies (Fernando 1991). While
most of these studies are salt-stratified laboratory
experiments, field measurements of entrainment in
temperature-stratified, salt-stratified, and temperature-
and salt-stratified flows do exist (e.g., Turner 1969).
Differences in the entrainment laws reported by the field
and laboratory studies suggest that scalar properties
such as molecular diffusivities may be important. En-
trainment rates for temperature-stratified flows exceed
those in salt-stratified flows for strong stratification
(Turner 1968; Deardorff and Willis 1982). Therefore, in
a doubly stratified system with d 6¼ 1, the entrainment
rate should depend on the density ratio (Jackson and
Rehmann 2003a). Altman and Gargett (1990) con-
ducted oscillating grid experiments with a doubly strat-
ified system and found that the entrainment rate initially
exceeded that from an experiment with only salt strati-
fication; however, it decreased in time as the tempera-
ture was preferentially mixed across the interface (i.e.,
the density ratio decreased) until the entrainment rate
approached the values for salt-stratified flows. The
FIG. 1. Schematic of the stratified shear flow under investigation.
The warm, fresh upper layer is moving, while the cold, salty lower
layer is quiescent. Mixing occurs across the interface. The jumps in
velocity, salinity, temperature, and density across the interface, as
well as the thicknesses of the interfaces (dU, dS, dT, and dr), are
illustrated.
1 The appendix lists the symbols used in this study.
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present experiments provide a test of density ratio ef-
fects on entrainment.
The goal of the present experiments is to increase the
understanding of the dependence of differential diffu-
sion on parameters of the fluid and flow. Section 2 dis-
cusses the experimental methods and data analysis, and
section 3 presents the experimental results on profile
evolution, entrainment, and differential mixing. We
compare to previous work and discuss the implications
for oceanography and limnology in section 4, and we
present conclusions in section 5.
2. Experiments
a. Mixing facility
A recirculating flume with a disk pump (Odell and
Kovasnay 1971) was used to force a warm, fresh layer
over a quiescent, cold salty layer (Fig. 2). Facilities of
this type are useful for studies of stratified flows because
the disk pump generates minimal turbulence and pre-
serves the stratification (e.g., Narimousa et al. 1986;
Strang and Fernando 2001a,b). The experimental facil-
ity, built by Engineering Laboratory Design Inc., and
described fully in Jackson (2006), measures 3.18m long,
1.3m high, and 1.34m wide with a capacity of approxi-
mately 615L. The straight 2-m-long Plexiglas test sec-
tion is 15 cm wide and 60 cm deep. The pump section is
divided by two diffusers to keep the cross-sectional area
constant and allow space for the disk pump. Semi-
circular annuli of mean radius 45 cm join the two straight
sections. The entire tank is covered by a Plexiglas lid.
Except for the test section and parts of the pump section,
the entire flume is insulated with a composite lamination
of fiberglass-reinforced plastic and polyvinyl chloride
foam core material. During experiments, an extra 5 cm
of Styrofoam insulation was applied to the cover and all
Plexiglas exterior walls of the facility. The facility was
filled and drained through an inlet at the bottom of the
pump section below a diffuser plate. Aluminum rails and
a cart for instruments are integrated into the cover of the
test section.
The disk stacks, which were placed in the top 16 cm of
the water column, drove the upper layer. The drive
disks are 260mm in diameter and 4.7mm thick, and the
spacer disks are 90mm in diameter and either 1.52 or
5.6mm thick. The disks were stacked in an alternating
sequence on two shafts connected to the drive assem-
bly. The rotation rate of the disks, and thus the flow
rate, was precisely controlled to generate a range of
velocities. A 5-mm-thick Plexiglas splitter plate placed
just below the bottom disk prevented fluid below the
disk stacks from being pumped toward the rotating
disks. The splitter plate decreased turbulence signi-
ficantly near the pump in previous experiments
(Stephenson and Fernando 1991). The thermal iso-
lation of the test fluid from the motor driving the pump
allowed the tank to be run for long times with no sig-
nificant change in the test fluid temperature (García
et al. 2006).
To account for the heat fluxes through the sides and
bottom of the tank in the thermal flux computations, the
heat loss coefficient of the facility walls and bottom was
determined by computing dynamic heat loss coefficients
for each experiment (Martin 2004). The average dy-
namic value of 1.1Wm22K21 was used to compute heat
losses for all experiments. For comparison, a heat loss
coefficient of 1.2Wm22K21 was found for amixing tank
with the same manufacturer and similar materials and
construction (Jackson and Rehmann 2003b; Martin and
Rehmann 2006).
b. Instruments
Temperature and conductivity profiles were mea-
sured using twomodel 125MicroScale Conductivity and
Temperature Instruments (MSCTIs) from Precision
Measurements Engineering. The MSCTI combines
a fast FP07 thermistor with a four electrode micro-
conductivity sensor in a measurement volume of 1mm3.
The profiling and positioning of the probes were con-
trolled with two vertically mounted Velmex UniSlide
motor driven electromechanical assemblies and one
horizontally mounted Velmex BiSlide. One MSCTI was
used to measure temperature and conductivity profiles,
while the other was combined with a thermal ane-
mometer (TSI model 1249A-10W cross-flow X-film
probe and IFA-300 constant temperature anemometer)
to measure streamwise and vertical velocities. Com-
bining the X film with the MSCTI was necessary to
correct the velocity signal for temperature and density
fluctuations (Stillinger 1982). The spatial resolution of
the X film, temperature, and conductivity probe (here-
after XTC) was limited by the separation of the MSCTI
and X-film probes (about 2mm) and the temporal
FIG. 2. Schematic of the experimental facility.
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resolution of the FP07 (about 22Hz). The temporal
resolution of the thermistor resulted in a spatial reso-
lution of approximately 2.5mm.Because theXTCprobe
could not resolve the smallest scales of interest in this
study, it was used primarily to measure mean velocity
profiles to calibrate the facility and to obtain turbulent
scales in later experiments. Further information on the
XTC probe, including detailed calibration procedures,
can be found in Jackson (2006).
c. Experimental procedures
The facility was stratified with a cold, salty layer be-
neath a warm, fresh layer. The initial depth of the upper
layer was set to about 205mm in all experiments. When
the XTC probe was used, it was calibrated in situ by
towing it through each layer at several speeds that cover
the range of velocities expected in the experiments
(Jackson 2006). Initial scalar profiles weremeasured and
stirring was started. Approximately every 3min, scalar
profiles were measured along the centerline of the
channel 40 cm from the downstream end of the test
section. TheXTCprobewas used in several experiments
to measure velocity profiles and time series in the upper
layer. The duration of a stirring period depended on the
stratification and the stirring rate. Experiments with
strong stirring were stopped when the upper layer
deepened to within one channel width of the bottom.
Experiments with weak stirring were stopped after at
least 30 profile sets were gathered; in these cases, a new
experiment began with the remaining stratification of
the previous experiment.
d. Processing
Repeated measurement of scalar profiles allowed bulk
scalar fluxes, scalar eddy diffusivities, and the diffusivity
ratio to be computed. The two methods employed to
compute fluxes relied on the change in the scalar con-
centration between successive profiles. A gradient trans-
port model was used to compute eddy diffusivities from
fluxes (Narimousa and Fernando 1987). These methods
are described briefly below (see also Jackson 2006).
The scalar conservation (SC) method computes fluxes
by integrating the scalar conservation equations for
temperature and salinity (Holford and Linden 1999;




52$  qH and
›S
›t
52$  qS , (1)
where Cp is the specific heat, t is time, qH is the heat flux,
and qS is the salinity flux. These equations are integrated
over the spatial coordinates, and the temporal derivative
is estimated from the difference between consecutive
scalar profiles. Flux boundary conditions were used for
temperature to account for heat losses, which were com-
puted using the heat loss coefficient reported in section 2a.
An analysis based on Eq. (3) of Martin and Rehmann
(2006) shows that 10% uncertainty in the heat loss co-
efficient leads to a maximum of about 2% uncertainty in
the heat flux and eddy diffusivity in the interfacial region.
A function of the form Gmax exp[2(z2 zmax)
2/2s2] was
fit to the scalar gradient profiles (where Gmax is the
maximum value of the scalar gradient, occurring at loca-
tion zmax, and s is a vertical length scale), and eddy dif-
fusivity profiles were arithmetically averaged from zmax2
s to zmax1 s to yield representative eddy diffusivitiesKS
and KT for salt and heat at the interface.
The entrainment interface (EI) method computes the
scalar flux across the interface by evaluating the change
in the scalar concentration in the upper layer and the
upper-layer depth (Narimousa and Fernando 1987).
This method requires precise measurements of the
depths hT, hS, and hr of the upper layers for temperature,
salinity, and density, as well as the jumps DT, DS, and Dr
in temperature, salinity, and density across the interface
(Fig. 1). Lines were fit to profiles in the upper layer, the
lower layer, and the constant-slope portion of the in-
terface below the upper layer, and the profile properties
were estimated from the intersections of the line in the
interface with the other two lines (Fig. 3). This method
was necessary because of the lack of a sharp transition
between the interface and the lower layer in tempera-
ture and density profiles (caused in part by differential
diffusion, as will be discussed later). Interfacial scalar
fluxes were computed as the product of the time rate of
FIG. 3. Example of the determination of the profile properties.
The solid line is a salinity profile from experiment 17 about 69min
after the start of stirring. The dotted lines are linear fits to the
profile in the upper layer, interface, and lower layer. The two dots
showing the intersections of the lines indicate the points used to
determine the depth of the upper layer and the interface thickness.
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change of the scalar concentration jumps and the
upper-layer depth for temperature, salinity, and buoy-












where the buoyancy jump is Db 5 2gDr/r0, g is the ac-
celeration of gravity, and r0 is a reference density. This
method does not account for heat losses.
Scalar profiles were also used to compute flow pa-
rameters, including profiles of the local squared
buoyancy frequency N25 db/dz and the local density
ratio Rr 5 2(a›T/›z)/(b›S/›z). Each profile was av-
eraged over the interfacial region and between suc-
cessive profiles resulting in a single representative
local value of each parameter at the interface. Bulk
measures of the buoyancy frequency Nb5 (Db/dr)
1/2,
where dr is the thickness of the density interface, and
density ratio Rrb52aDT/bDS were also computed
from scalar jumps across the interface (Fig. 1).
Estimates of the turbulent Froude number FrT 5 ~u/N‘
and Reynolds number ReT 5 ~u‘/n at the interface al-
lowed the turbulence to be characterized and the pa-
rameter «/nN2 to be estimated. The turbulent length
scale ‘ and RMS velocity fluctuation ~u were empirically
related to the bulk parameters hr and the velocity jump
DU because only a few experiments included turbulence
measurements. For the present experiments over a lim-
ited range of Richardson numbers, the RMS velocity
and integral length scale at the interface were given by
~u5 0.10DU and ‘5 0:2hr. These empirical relationships
are consistent with those in Strang (1997), who found
~u/DU 5 0.12 6 0.03 and ‘/hr 5 0.18 6 0.05 over a much
larger range of Richardson number than presently
tested. Similar relationships are reported in Narimousa
et al. (1986), Narimousa and Fernando (1987), Moore
and Long (1971), and Stephenson and Fernando (1991).











where C15 0.12 and C25 0.18 are the coefficients from
Strang (1997). Values were averaged in time between
successive profiles.
The parameter «/nN2 was estimated from the turbu-
lent Froude and Reynolds numbers (Ivey and Imberger
1991; Shih et al. 2005; Hebert and de Bruyn Kops 2006).
This approach requires an inertial estimate for dissipa-

















Equation (4) has been shown to be valid over the range
0.5 , «/nN2 , 1000 (Shih et al. 2005; Hebert and de
Bruyn Kops 2006), and it reproduces measured values of
«/nN2 to within 4% (Jackson and Rehmann 2003b;
Martin and Rehmann 2006; Smyth et al. 2005).
Bulk values of the gradient Richardson number
Rigb5N2b/(DU/dU)
2 and the bulk Richardson number
RiB5 (Dbhr)/(DU)
2 were also computed, where dU is
the thickness of the velocity interface. The thickness
followed dU 5 g1hr, where g1 ’ 0.1 as in Strang (1997).
Because velocity was not measured in all experiments,
we estimated the velocity profiles from the detailed
calibration of the facility, temporal evolution of the
velocity profiles gathered with the XTC probe, and the
work of Strang (1997), which showed that the velocity
profile is well represented by a hyperbolic tangent
function. This function was used to determine the ve-
locity jump DU.
3. Results
This section presents results from the 23 bulk mixing
experiments listed in Table 1. Section 3a presents the
TABLE 1. Mean parameters for each experiment. Experiment 2
was aborted because the disk pump seized. Asterisks identify
experiments that were started with stratification from the previous
experiment, as described in section 2c.




(cm s21) Rigb «/nN
2 Rrb
1 2.14 6.36 0.16 5.6 0.36 0.59 0.10
3 1.53 4.48 0.12 6.8 0.25 0.79 0.10
4 0.80 3.00 0.06 7.3 0.06 4.45 0.13
5 0.34 1.27 0.03 7.7 0.01 22.17 0.13
6 0.39 1.26 0.03 5.0 0.09 1.96 0.11
7 0.64 1.40 0.05 4.3 0.28 0.46 0.08
8 2.53 7.96 0.19 13.3 0.04 15.11 0.11
9 0.36 1.07 0.03 3.5 0.17 0.53 0.10
10* 0.35 0.94 0.03 2.7 0.22 0.37 0.09
11* 0.29 0.82 0.02 3.9 0.14 1.01 0.10
12 1.64 4.54 0.12 7.6 0.24 0.99 0.10
13* 1.02 2.93 0.08 13.0 0.02 35.43 0.10
14 3.06 8.19 0.23 4.8 0.93 0.14 0.09
15* 2.88 7.19 0.22 5.4 0.85 0.18 0.09
16* 2.68 6.44 0.20 5.9 0.74 0.25 0.08
17* 2.04 5.21 0.15 7.6 0.39 0.89 0.09
18 0.79 10.81 0.08 3.6 0.31 0.30 0.48
19* 0.70 9.26 0.07 4.6 0.24 0.55 0.46
20* 0.55 7.49 0.05 4.9 0.22 0.82 0.47
21* 0.43 5.89 0.04 5.2 0.12 2.19 0.48
22 1.09 15.84 0.11 10.2 0.06 5.54 0.51
23* 0.94 13.34 0.10 5.6 0.26 0.80 0.49
24* 0.91 12.42 0.09 3.8 0.62 0.23 0.47
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evolution of the scalar profiles and temperature–salinity
(T–S) diagrams, while section 3b presents results on
entrainment. Section 3c presents evidence of differential
scalar mixing and evaluates the dependence of differ-
ential diffusion on «/nN2, Richardson number, and
density ratio.
a. Evolution of scalar profiles
The upper layer gradually deepened as it eroded the
lower, quiescent layer (Fig. 4). Differences in the evo-
lution of the temperature and salinity profiles arose
because of differential diffusion. In experiments with no
FIG. 4. Evolution of the temperature, salinity, and density profiles and the T–S diagrams.
(a)–(d) Experiment 8 (Rigb5 0.04, «/nN
25 15.11); the profiles are approximately 2.5min apart
except for profiles 4 and 5, whichwere about 12min apart and separated with a 10-min period of
no stirring. (e)–(h) Experiment 17 (continuation of experiment 16; Rigb5 0.39, «/nN
2 5 0.89);
time between profiles is approximately 3min. Every fifth profile is shown with a thicker line.
Contours in theT–S diagrams show values of density in kgm23, and the black dots represent the
initial water masses in the upper and lower layers. The dashed line connecting the dots is the
line of equal mixing of heat and salt.
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differential diffusion, temperature, salinity, and density
gradients occurred over the same range of depths (Figs.
4a–c). In experiments with differential diffusion (i.e.,
KT . KS), a secondary thermocline formed; that is,
a thick region of thermal stratification developed below
the sharp pycnocline (Figs. 4e–g). In these cases, the rate
of layer deepening was controlled by salinity, which
exhibited KS , DT for many flows with strong differ-
ential diffusion, as discussed in section 3c(1). This sec-
ondary thermocline formed from preferential heat
transport across the interface followed by molecular
diffusion of the front in the lower quiescent layer. The
rate at which this secondary interface deepened is con-
sistent with DT (1.4 3 10
27m2 s21). Thermal eddy dif-
fusivities within the lower layer ranged from 1.53 1027 to
3 3 1027m2 s21. No secondary thermocline developed
when KS . DT because the pycnocline advanced faster
than heat could diffuse in the lower layer.
The T–S diagrams also indicate differential diffusion. In
experiments with little or no differential diffusion, changes
in salinity and temperature across the interface coincided,
and the T–S curves remained relatively close to the
straight line between the two initial watermasses (Fig. 4d).
This line represents equal mixing of temperature and sa-
linity. In experiments with differential diffusion, the T–S
diagrams followed sharp curves through the interface
rather than the line of equalmixing (Fig. 4h). As the upper
layer became colder and saltier in experiment 17, the point
representing it moved toward the center of the diagram
(arrow in Fig. 4h). The sharp change in salinity followed by
a sharp change in temperature corresponded to the salinity
and temperature interfaces. Differential diffusion caused
the salinity interface to be very sharp and the temperature
interface to be more diffuse (Jackson 2006).
b. Entrainment
The present results on entrainment compare well with
past studies and empirical entrainment laws (Fig. 5).
Previous work suggests that the entrainment coefficient
E 5 ue /DU, where ue5dhr/dt, depends on the bulk
Richardson number RiB, interfacial instabilities, and
characteristics of the scalar and density profiles. Kelvin–
Helmholtz billows that appeared for RiB # 6 in many of
the present experiments increased the entrainment
coefficient and changed the Richardson number de-
pendence from Ri23/2B for RiB . 6 to Ri
21
B for RiB , 6.
FIG. 5. Entrainment coefficient as a function of the bulk Richardson number (adapted from
Fernando 1991). Results from present experiments are shownwith closed symbols:d is Kelvin–
Helmholtz billows observed; j is the weak linear stratification in the lower layer; m is the
moderate linear stratification in the lower layer; and r is no Kelvin–Helmholtz billows ob-
served. Symbols with white dots denote experiments withRrb’ 0.5; symbols withoutwhite dots
haveRrb’ 0.1. Measurements from Fernando (1991) are as follows:4 is density currents;s is
buoyant outflows; and ✖ is counterflows. Other measurements are ✳ as Strang and Fernando
(2001b) two-layer stratification;) is Strang and Fernando (2001b) two layer (linearly stratified
lower layer). The power laws are from Christodoulou (1986).
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These observations agree well with previous entrain-
ment laws: for 1 , RiB , 100, Christodoulou (1986)
proposed E}Ri23/2B ; for 0.1 , RiB , 10, Kelvin–
Helmholtz billows are expected to form, and
Christodoulou (1986) proposed E}Ri21B . Smaller en-
trainment coefficients are expected for experiments with
a stratified lower layer because internal waves extract
energy (Strang and Fernando 2001b). The RiB de-
pendence of the present data including the observation of
a critical Richardson number at RiB’ 6 is consistent with
the observations of Strang and Fernando (2001a), though
their entrainment coefficients were larger (Fig. 5).
The entrainment coefficient did not depend strongly on
the density ratio (Fig. 5). Although differential diffusion
increases the buoyancy flux when temperature controls
the stratification (i.e., for higherRr), the entrainment rate
changed little. This result may be due to the small range
of density ratio tested in the present experiments, and it
contrasts with results from the extreme cases of salt only
(Rr 5 0) and temperature only (Rr/ ‘) considered by
Turner (1968) and Deardorff and Willis (1982). Testing
a larger range of density ratio, especially values above
unity, would likely reveal density ratio dependence.
c. Differential mixing
1) DEPENDENCE OF EDDY DIFFUSIVITIES ON
«/nN2
The eddy diffusivities of temperature and salinity dif-
fered significantly at low «/nN2 (Fig. 6). The eddy diffu-
sivity KT exceeded KS by up to 1.5 orders of magnitude
when the turbulence was weak and the stratification was
strong. Over the range of «/nN2 tested, 10,KS/DS, 10
4
and 2 , KT/DT , 10
2. Scatter in the data is primarily
attributed to local flow variability and uncertainty in de-
fining interfacial limits and scalar changes in the presence
of large interfacial instabilities. Also, experiments with
rapidly deepening layers have larger uncertainty because
of fewer profiles and poorer estimates of the mean scalar
gradients. Uncertainty in the eddy diffusivities computed
using the EI method increased with increasing «/nN2 and
median uncertainties in KS and KT were 14% and 15%,
respectively. Because the SC method accounts for heat
losses, we expect the uncertainty to be smaller than or
comparable to that of the EI method.
A DNS of turbulent mixing of heated air (Sc 5 0.72)
revealed a ‘‘diffusive’’ regime for «/nN2 , 7 in which
Kr 5 D (Shih et al. 2005). However, in the present ex-
periments, the scalar eddy diffusivities at «/nN2 5 7 are
nearly two and four orders of magnitude greater than
the molecular diffusivities for temperature and salinity,
respectively. Previous estimates of the maximum value
of «/nN2 for the diffusive regime vary from 1 to 30 with
a typical value of 15 (e.g., Ivey et al. 2000; Gibson 1980;
Hondzo andHaider 2004). Ivey et al. (2000) used scaling
to conclude that molecular diffusion should control
transport at values of «/nN2 below CSc21. Shih et al.
(2005) suggested C 5 (1 2 Rf)/Rf, where Rf is the flux
Richardson number. In the present experiments, KT
approached DT for «/nN
2 ’ 0.7 (Fig. 6), which implies
Rf ’ 0.2, or approximately the maximum value of Rf
typically used in oceanography (Osborn 1980). At «/nN2’
0.7, KS still exceeded DS by an order of magnitude.
Therefore, at low «/nN2, scalars with low Schmidt number
are transported by molecular diffusion, while scalars with
high Schmidt number experience enhancedmixing. In fact,
the work of Ivey et al. (2000) suggests that KS will not
approach DS until «/nN
2 ’ 6 3 1023.
Power laws were fit to the eddy diffusivities to explore
the dependence of vertical mixing on «/nN2. Fits are
shown for the EI method in Figs. 6 and 7, and parame-
ters for both the SC andEImethods are given in Table 2.
Transitions between power laws occurred at «/nN2 be-
tween 0.3 and 0.75. Exponents for power laws for
smaller «/nN2 were less than the exponents for larger
«/nN2. The SC and EI methods led to different expo-
nents for the eddy diffusivities for smaller «/nN2, but the
exponents resulting from the two methods were closer
for larger «/nN2. The approximately linear dependence
ofKT on «/nN
2 above the transition is consistent with the
findings of Martin and Rehmann (2006), who fit linear
functions with nonzero intercepts to diffusivities of both
temperature and salinity for 8, «a/nN
2, 34, where «a is
FIG. 6. Dimensionless eddy diffusivities of temperature (open
circles) and salinity (closed circles) as a function of «/nN2. Eddy
diffusivities are computed with the entrainment interface method.
Fits to the data are shown with solid gray lines, and their co-
efficients are given in Table 2. Horizontal lines mark the limits of
molecular diffusion.
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an average dissipation. The exponent for KS is larger
than Martin and Rehmann (2006) found.
The eddy diffusivity for density Kr was proportional
to («/nN2)3/2 for «/nN2 greater than about 0.5 and less
strongly dependent on «/nN2 at lower values (Fig. 7;
Table 2). For data with Rr , 0.3, the EI method yielded
an exponent of about 1.5, while the exponent from the
SC method was larger. These observations contrast with
the scaling of Ivey et al. (2000), which predicts Kr }
«/nN2 within a ‘‘density-stratified turbulence’’ regime
(Sc21 . «/nN2 . 1) and Kr/n } («/nN
2)3/2 for an ‘‘ener-
getic density-stratified turbulence’’ regime (1 . «/nN2 .
10); the transition between regimes differs, and the ex-
ponents for smaller «/nN2 are less than that predicted by
Ivey et al. (2000). Both the SC and EI methods yielded
a stronger dependence on «/nN2 than the linear de-
pendence observed for «/nN2 . O(10) by Barry et al.
(2001), Shih et al. (2005), and Martin and Rehmann
(2006). Also, for «/nN2 , 7, Shih et al. (2005) found that
the vertical transportwas purely diffusive—that is, the total
diffusivity was equal to the molecular diffusivity. The eddy
diffusivity Kr computed with the EI method approached
the molecular diffusivity of temperature (i.e., Kr/n ’ 1/7)
for low «/nN2 and higher density ratio (Fig. 7). At low
«/nN2, differential diffusion is strongest, and whenmore of
the density gradient is caused by temperature (i.e., higher
Rr), the higher values of KT lead to a larger density flux.
The diffusivity ratio d varied from unity to a value
nearly equal to the ratio ofmolecular diffusivities (Fig. 8).
Differential diffusion appeared at «/nN2 of about 40. The
EI and SC methods for computing eddy diffusivities
produced similar results.Differences in the two estimates,
which mainly occurred at low «/nN2, ranged from 1% to
60% with a mean difference of about 20%. The EI
methodmay underestimate d at low «/nN2 because it does
not account for heat losses. At high «/nN2, the EI method
gave a greater d than the SC method, perhaps because of
difficulty in accurately defining interfacial limits for pro-
files with significant interfacial distortion. Uncertainty in
the eddy diffusivities translated to a median uncertainty
in the diffusivity ratio estimate of 21%.
2) RICHARDSON NUMBER DEPENDENCE
Evaluating the effect of shear on differential diffusion
ideally involves varying the Richardson number while
holding other parameters such as «/nN2 and the density
ratio constant. Holding one parameter constant while
varying others can be challenging in experiments, es-
pecially if the two parameters are related. Because shear
generates turbulence in the upper layer, dissipation de-
pends on the Richardson number. The parameter «/nN2



















r/n has the same form
as the parameter NL2/n, where L is a length scale repre-
sentative of the initial energy-containing eddies used in
the rapid distortion theory of Rehmann and Hwang
(2005), Jackson et al. (2005), Jackson and Rehmann
(2009), and Jefferson andRehmann (2014) tomeasure the
relative importance of effects of buoyancy and viscosity.2
FIG. 7. Dimensionless eddy diffusivities of density as a function
of «/nN2. Eddy diffusivities are computed with the entrainment
interface method (Rrb ’ 0.1, circles; Rrb ’ 0.5, squares). The pa-
rameters of the fit, shown by a solid gray line, are given in Table 2.
The fit uses only data with low density ratio.
TABLE 2. Parameters of power laws fit to scalar eddy diffusivities
for two ranges of «/nN2. The power laws have the form
KF/n5 a(y/yt)
n1 for y , yt and KF/n5 a(y/yt)
n2 for y . yt, where
the subscript F denotes a generic scalar, y 5 «/nN2, and the sub-
script t denotes the transition between the power laws. The fit for
Kr uses only data with Rr , 0.3. Coefficients in the fits were de-
termined byminimizing the sum of the squares of the differences of
the logarithms of eddy diffusivities. The ranges of «/nN2 were 0.13
to 39 for the SC method and 0.12 to 58 for the EI method.
Scalar Method («/nN2)t a n1 n2
T SC 0.36 0.31 0.16 1.06
T EI 0.74 0.42 0.26 1.03
S SC 0.33 0.03 1.09 1.76
S EI 0.35 0.02 0.40 1.76
r SC 0.36 0.02 0.62 2.18
r EI 0.50 0.06 0.50 1.54
2 These four papers incorrectly called NL2/n the Grashof num-
ber. The parameter is actually the square root of the Grashof
number.
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The coefficients C1 5 0.12, C2 5 0.18, and g1 5 0.1 in
Eq. (5) are taken from the scaling relationships discussed
in section 2d. Equation (5) shows that increasing the shear
at the interface (decreasing Rigb) increases «/nN
2. In
principle, a constant value of «/nN2 can be maintained by
adjusting the buoyancy frequency N, but in practice, the
temperature gradient limits the amount of adjustment
possible. In the present experiments, the thermal ratings
for the experimental facility and the instruments limited
the Richardson number range to 0.012 , Rigb , 1.1.
For a constant value of Nh2r/n, shear decreases dif-
ferential diffusion; that is, d increases as the Richardson
number decreases (Fig. 9). The effect of shear is greatest
at low Nh2r/n and decreases with increasing Nh
2
r/n, con-
sistent with predictions using rapid distortion theory
(RDT) for homogeneous turbulence in a flowwith linear
density and velocity profiles (Jackson and Rehmann
2009). Direct comparison of the magnitudes of the dif-
fusivity ratio between the theory and experiments is
complicated by the differences in the flows and defini-
tions of the dimensionless parameters.
3) DENSITY RATIO DEPENDENCE
In experimental investigations, setting the density ratio
in a two-layer flow, and therefore evaluating the effect of
the density ratio on differential diffusion, is complicated
by the local flow variability at the interface. Because the
salinity interface is sharper than the temperature in-
terface in the presence of differential diffusion, the local
density ratioRr52(a›T/›z)/(b›S/›z) at the interface is
smaller than the bulk density ratio Rrb52aDT/bDS,
which is computed using the overall change in scalar
concentrations over the depth (Fig. 10a). Although the
distribution of bulk density ratio has peaks nearRrb’ 0:1
and 0.5 as intended (Fig. 10b), the local density ratio has
one main peak at very low density ratio (Rr’ 0:02) and
a long upper tail (Fig. 10c). In spite of attempts to increase
the density ratio in experiments 18 to 24, differential
mixing at the interface reduced the local density ratio by
as much as an order of magnitude (Fig. 10a).
Consistent with past experiments (Jackson and
Rehmann 2003b; Martin and Rehmann 2006), the
present experiments provide no conclusive evidence
that differential diffusion depends on the density ratio.
Diffusivity ratios for experiments with high density
ratio lie within the data cloud of the experiments with
low density ratio (Fig. 11). This result holds whether
the bulk density ratio (Fig. 11a) or local density ratio
(Fig. 11b) is used. The lack of density ratio dependence
is not surprising because the local density ratio—and
not the bulk density ratio—governs differential trans-
port at the interface, and in our experiments the local
density ratio was nearly constant (Fig. 10c).
While some relatively high local density ratios were
achieved at higher «/nN2 in our experiments, DNS and
theory suggest that differential diffusion depends
weakly on the density ratio and that the dependence
occurs primarily at low «/nN2. Merryfield (2005) found
at most a 50% change in dwhen density ratio was varied
from zero to infinity; however, most changes were less
than 10%. He proposed that differential diffusion is
greater at low Rr because more restratification occurs
for salinity than for temperature, and salt controls the
upgradient fluxes at low Rr. Smyth et al. (2005) and
Holloway (2006) varied the density ratio from 0.2 to 5, a
typical range of density ratios found in the thermocline,
FIG. 8. Diffusivity ratio as a function of «/nN2 at the interface
(open circles, scalar conservation method; filled circles, entrain-
ment interface method). The dashed line is d 5 1 (equal mixing).
FIG. 9. Diffusivity ratio as a function of Nh2r/n and the bulk
gradient Richardson number. Contours show the value of the dif-
fusivity ratio, and dots indicate the data points from which the
contours are derived.
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and found maximum differences of about 20% and 15%
at low «/nN2, respectively. The weaker dependence on
density ratio in the simulations of Smyth et al. (2005) is
likely due to a smaller range of density ratio and shear,
which decreases the effect of the density ratio on a dif-
ferential diffusion (Canuto et al. 2002, Jackson and
Rehmann 2009). Predictions of Holloway (2006) suggest
that the small variation in the density ratio in the present
experiments would produce a change in the diffusivity
ratio of only 5% at most; shear would further decrease
this difference. Obtaining conclusive evidence of density
ratio dependence in laboratory or field experiments is
unlikely given the uncertainty in the measurements of
eddy diffusivity and the weak dependence on Rr pre-
dicted by DNS and theory.
4. Synthesis and implications
a. Synthesis and comparison to previous work
The eddy diffusivities in the present experiments with
temperature and salinity stratification differed in some
ways from eddy diffusivities in DNS with a single scalar.
The eddy diffusivity of temperature was approximately
equal to the molecular diffusivityDT for low «/nN
2 (Fig.
6), as in the diffusive regime observed in DNS and the
value of «/nN2 5 0.7 at which the power law changed
followed the estimates from Ivey et al. (2000) and Shih
et al. (2005) if the flux Richardson number is near the
maximum usually used in oceanography. A diffusive
regime for salinity was not observed, probably because it
would occur at much lower «/nN2 than considered in the
experiments. The eddy diffusivity of density was near
DT for larger density ratio, and for low density ratio, Kr
was smaller, though still much larger than DS. Mea-
surements (Jackson and Rehmann 2003b) and theoret-
ical calculations (Jefferson and Rehmann 2014) of the
mixing efficiency show similar behavior. In particular,
the latter showed that the efficiency varies as a function
of density ratio between the limits for temperature only
and salinity only. The parameterizations of eddy diffu-
sivity fromDNS do not account for the effect of multiple
scalars.
FIG. 10. (a) Ratio of the local mean density ratio and the bulk density ratio as a function of «/nN2. Also shown are
distributions of the (b) bulk and (c) local density ratios. The local mean density ratio was computed from the scalar
gradient profiles and averaged over the interfacial region, while the bulk density ratio was computed from the total
change in the scalar concentrations over the flow depths.
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The present experimental results are consistent with
past observations of differential diffusion (Fig. 12). The
dependence of d on «/nN2 from the present work agrees
with recent DNS of sheared and unsheared flows
(Merryfield 2005; Smyth et al. 2005), grid mixing ex-
periments (Turner 1968), and theory for sheared and
unsheared flows (Holloway 2006; Jackson andRehmann
2009). Further, the collapse suggests that effects of
shear, density ratio, and DS/DT are small for moderate
and high «/nN2; the DNS usedDS/DT5 0.1 and 0.14 and
a large range of Rr, while the present experiments had
DS/DT 5 0.01 and Rr , 0.5. Jackson and Rehmann
(2009) predicted density ratio effects to be small except
at very lowNL2/n, which they related to «/nN2, and they
found the value of NL2/n at which differential diffusion
becomes important is set by the Schmidt number of the
scalar with higher diffusivity. Because temperature is
used as the scalar with higher diffusivity in all of the
present experiments, the collapse of the data and
agreement that differential diffusion occurs for «/nN2,
100 is consistent with the RDT of Jackson andRehmann
(2009).
Although the present experimental results agree with
calculations fromRDT of homogeneous turbulence in an
unsheared fluid, RDT predicts much less differential
diffusion for a gradient Richardson number of 0.25.
Jackson and Rehmann (2009) speculated that differences
between the RDT of homogeneous turbulence and DNS
of a sheared two-layer flow (Smyth et al. 2005) arise be-
cause of differences between the flows. In the present
experiments, the length scale of the turbulence, estimated
as ‘ ’ 0.18hr is comparable to the thickness of the in-
terface. Therefore, inhomogeneity may contribute to the
discrepancy between the experiments and the theory.
Also, while most datasets in Fig. 12 exhibit similar
trends with «/nN2, the data of Jackson and Rehmann
(2003b) and Martin and Rehmann (2006), in which fluid
was stirred with horizontally oscillating vertical rods,
show differential diffusion at higher values of «/nN2.
This difference could be due to differences in the pro-
cess generating the turbulence, that is, shear-driven
mixing versus externally forced mixing by rods. It also
could be due to uncertainty in estimating the average
dissipation. To explain why mixing efficiencies from
DNS exceed efficiencies from laboratory experiments,
Stretch et al. (2010) proposed that 1) the energy budget
used in experiments with towed grids and oscillating
rods ignores the generation of surface waves or internal
waves and 2) the high-diffusivity scalars (i.e., low Sc)
used in DNS lead to higher efficiency. While the RDT
calculations of Jefferson and Rehmann (2014) support
the second reason, internal waves generated in oscillating
FIG. 11. Diffusivity ratio as a function of «/nN2 and the density ratio. For the (a) bulk density
ratio, open circles are experiments with Rrb’ 0:1, while closed circles are experiments with
Rrb’ 0:5. For the (b) local density ratio, the data are grouped into bins according to the his-
togram in Fig. 9c; values and symbols are shown in the lower right of the panel.
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rod experiments could cause the average dissipation and
«/nN2 to be overestimated. The values of «/nN2 for some
of the other datasets are also uncertain; for example, the
values for Turner (1968)’s results were estimated rather
than measured (Nash and Moum 2002), and Holloway
(2006) expressed caution about precise numerical values
from his model.
The diffusivity ratio can be parameterized in terms of
«/nN2 by combining the present data with recent DNS
results (Fig. 13). The present data were averaged over






















where a15 0.92 and a25 0.60. This function recovers the
limits of unity for high «/nN2 and DS/DT, which is 0.01
for a heat–salt system, for low «/nN2; however, it does
not allow for d. 1 at high «/nN2 as observed in the DNS
of Merryfield (2005) and experiments of Jackson
and Rehmann (2003b). Equation (6) will allow ocean-
ographers and limnologists to estimate the magni-
tude of differential diffusion—and account for it if
necessary—when evaluating diapycnal mixing from
microstructure measurements or tracer release experi-
ments. In the next two subsections, we use it to highlight
the flows in oceanography and limnology that are most
prone to differential diffusion.
b. Implications for oceanography
Modeling ocean circulation and transport of heat,
salt, and chemical and biological constituents requires
an accurate parameterization of mixing. Oceanogra-
phers have employed several techniques to measure
mixing; two common techniques are microstructure
measurements (e.g., Toole et al. 1994) and tracer re-
lease experiments (e.g., Ledwell et al. 1993). The
former uses an assumption of stationary and homoge-
neous turbulence to estimate mixing from either ve-
locity or temperature microstructure, while the latter is
an integrated approach that assumes the scalar under
investigation is well represented by the passive tracer.
Both methods assume that scalars with different mo-
lecular diffusivities are equally mixed. Such an as-
sumption is valid when «/nN2 is high enough to prevent
differential diffusion.
Observations suggest that the regions in the ocean
most prone to differential diffusion include the main
thermocline, the stratified ocean interior/abyssal ocean,
midlatitude oceans, and estuaries (Fig. 14). The diffu-
sivity ratio in the thermocline and ocean interior can
reach 0.2 and perhaps lower. A probability distribution
function of «/nN2 observed in the thermocline (Fig. 5 of
Smyth et al. 2005) can be used with Eq. (6) to determine
FIG. 12. Diffusivity ratio from present and previous studies. The
symbol s is the present experiments (SC); d is the present ex-
periments (EI); thick solid line is Jackson and Rehmann (2009), un-
sheared; thick dotted line is Jackson and Rehmann (2009), gradient
Richardson number of 0.25; dashed line is Holloway (2006),Rr5 1.0;
dashed–dotted line is Turner (1968); triangles are Smyth et al. (2005);
squares are Merryfield (2005); ✳ is Martin and Rehmann (2006); and
✖ is Jackson andRehmann (2003b). For the DNS data, filled symbols
are Rr 5 0, open symbols are Rr/ ‘, and open symbols with dots
are Rr 5 1. The unsheared rapid distortion theory of Jackson and
Rehmann (2009) has been matched to the present data assuming
NL2/n 5 30«/nN2.
FIG. 13. Parameterization for the diffusivity ratio. Experimental
mean values are used for the present data: closed circles are SC;
stars are EI. The DNS data of Merryfield (2005) (squares) and
Smyth et al. (2005) (triangles) are also shown. The thick solid line is
given by Eq. (6). The dashed line is d 5 1 (equal mixing), and the
dotted line is d 5 DS/DT 5 0.01.
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that 50% of the values of diffusivity ratio are smaller
than 0.83, 25% are smaller than 0.72, and 10% are
smaller than 0.59. Strongly stratified estuaries can have
diffusivity ratios that approach DS/DT, and differential
diffusion can also be significant in other water bodies
such as the Baltic and Black Seas, the Sea of Japan, and
lakes. This survey is not complete, and defining the
lower bound of these ranges of «/nN2 requires care;
measurements of dissipation in the weakly turbulent
ocean interior can be biased high when many values fall
below the noise threshold of the instrument (Gargett
and Osborn 1981; Lueck et al. 1983; Gregg and Sanford
1988). Also, measurements often focus only on the in-
tense mixing events and omit patches of weak turbu-
lence during data processing (Smyth et al. 2005).
Therefore, flows in many of these regions may extend to
much lower «/nN2, especially within the abyssal ocean
where dissipation measurements are often obscured by
noise.
In estuaries, high-latitude oceans, or anywhere salt
dominates the density profile, significant overestimates
of Kr can occur from temperature microstructure
measurements. Estimates of mixing coefficients from
velocity microstructure can also be affected by differ-
ential diffusion because the mixing efficiency used in
the Osborn (1980) method to compute Kr depends
on the density ratio in the presence of differential
diffusion (Jackson and Rehmann 2003a,b). If the pas-
sive tracers used in mixing experiments are not care-
fully matched to the scalars under investigation, then
FIG. 14. Range of «/nN2 in ocean observations. The diffusivity ratio given by Eq. (6) is
shown along the top. Sources for the field observations are as follows: 1 5Moum (1996) and
Smyth et al. (2005); 2 5Moum et al. (1989), Peters et al. (1995), and Gregg et al. (1985); 3 5
Lozovatsky et al. (2006); 4 5 Toole et al. (1994), Kunze et al. (2006), Moum and Osborn
(1986), Gregg (1989), and Gargett andOsborn (1981); 55Toole et al. (1994); 65Wijesekera
et al. (1993); 75Gargett (1989); 85Moum et al. (2002) and Lueck et al. (1983); 95Lee et al.
(2006) and Finnigan et al. (2002); 10 5 Fer (2006); 11 5 Lozovatsky and Fernando (2002);
12 5 Peters and Orlic (2005); 13 5Matsuno and Wolk (2005); 14 5 Sellschopp et al. (2006);
155 Peters (1997), Stacey et al. (1999), Etemad-Shahidi and Imberger (2002), Peters (2003),
Kay and Jay (2003), and Peters and Bokhorst (2000, 2001); 165 Stevens (2003); 175 Luketina
and Imberger (1989); 18 5 Saggio and Imberger (2001) and Etemad-Shahidi and Imberger
(2001); 195Hondzo and Haider (2004) and Lemckert and Imberger (1998); and 205 Imberger
and Ivey (1991) and MacIntyre (1993). Some maximum values of «/nN2 exceed 105.
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experiments in regions prone to differential diffusion
may yield poor estimates of the scalar eddy diffusivity
except when «/nN2 is large. For example, Ledwell and
Hickey (1995) used a time-scale analysis to argue that
the assumption of equal mixing is valid for «/nN2. 370.
Because of the large difference between the molecular
diffusivities of salt and heat, evaluating the eddy dif-
fusivities of both scalars requires an estimate of
differential mixing given by Eq. (6). This parameteri-
zation gives oceanographers a way to account for dif-
ferential diffusion in computing mixing coefficients.
The results on differential diffusion can also help to
describe interleaving of water masses of different tem-
perature and salinity. While most previous studies of
interleaving focused on intrusions driven by double-
diffusive processes, differential diffusion can also drive
intrusions (Hebert 1999). For example, Merryfield
(2002) showed that intrusions observed in the Arctic
Ocean can be explained with d ’ 0.6; this value occurs
for «/nN2 ’ 5 (Fig. 13), which is within the ranges ob-
served in several places in the ocean (Fig. 14). The
analysis of Smyth and Ruddick (2010), which extended
previous work by including more realistic parameteri-
zations of fluxes, demonstrated that differential diffu-
sion weakens interleaving generated by salt fingers and
that the layering mechanism of Phillips (1972) and
Posmentier (1977) can also lead to interleaving. The
parameterization for the diffusivity ratio in Eq. (6) could
make the analysis of Smyth and Ruddick (2010) even
more realistic. While layering was not observed in the
present experiments, Martin and Rehmann (2006)
found that differential diffusion inhibits layering for
large density ratio. Also, the flux–gradient relation
evolved with time, as in the experiments of Holford
and Linden (1999); that is, it did not remain constant as
usually assumed in studies involving the Phillips–
Posmentier mechanism.
c. Implications for limnology
Mixing in lakes and coastal systems affects the circu-
lation and the transport of nutrients, particles, and bio-
geochemical constituents from deep water to the surface
waters. Accurate estimates of vertical mixing in lakes
are required to estimate the supply of nutrients to
organisms at various depths and predict ecosystem dy-
namics (MacIntyre and Melack 1995). Many limnolo-
gists use temperature microstructure measurements and
the Osborn and Cox (1972) method to estimate vertical
mixing. However, most nutrients, chemicals, particles,
and biological constituents have low molecular diffu-
sivities near that of salt (Gargett 2003); for example, in
water at 108–208C typical solutes have diffusivities
between 4 3 10210 and 8.5 3 1029 m2 s21 and
corresponding Schmidt numbers between 100 and 2500.
These low diffusivities, combined with the weak turbu-
lence in many parts of lakes, can cause temperature
microstructure methods to overestimate the vertical flux
of biogeochemical scalars.
Although many of the nutrients, chemicals, and other
biological constituents do not affect the fluid density,
they are not necessarily exempt from displaying differ-
ential diffusion with their active counterparts such as
temperature. Passive dyes with different molecular dif-
fusivities were transported at different rates in a salt-
stratified flowmixed by breaking internal waves (Hebert
and Ruddick 2003) and rapid distortion theory predicts
that differential transport of passive scalars increases
when the Schmidt number of the active scalar increases
(Jackson and Rehmann 2009). Therefore, a thermally
stratified lake will exhibit less differential diffusion of
passive scalars than a salt-stratified estuary for the same
value of «/nN2, but the differential transport will still be
significant.
Differential diffusion can occur in lakes and strongly
stratified estuaries, especially within the pycnocline.
The Froude number–Reynolds number diagram from
Imberger and Ivey (1991) is replotted in Fig. 15, using
symbols and lines listed in Table 3, with field observa-
tions and contours of diffusivity ratio from Eqs. (4) and
(6). Some flows, such as turbulence in the wind-driven
surface layer or thermals falling in homogeneous or
weakly stratified fluid, have large enough Froude and
Reynolds numbers that differential diffusion is small
(e.g., d . 0.9). However, for turbulence in the metal-
imnion of a lake or strongly stratified estuaries, the dif-
fusivity ratio can be smaller than O(1021). As discussed
in the previous subsection, a high bias might occur
because bins with weak turbulence may be rejected in
processing. Therefore, a typical lake or strongly strati-
fied estuary may exhibit, on average, weaker mixing and
stronger differential diffusion than depicted in Fig. 15.
Regardless, care should be taken when estimating ver-
tical fluxes of nutrients, chemicals, particles, or most
biological constituents using temperature microstruc-
ture in any flows with low Froude and Reynolds
numbers.
5. Summary and conclusions
Differential diffusion of temperature and salinity
across a sheared density interface was experimentally
investigated for conditions relevant for some geo-
physical flows. Measurements of heat and salt fluxes
revealed that heat can be transported at significantly
higher rates than salt across the interface. Measure-
ments of entrainment across the interface agreed well
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with those from previous experiments, and no strong
effects of the density ratio could be detected. The
thermal and haline eddy diffusivities differed by up to
1.5 orders of magnitude at low «/nN2. Scalars with high
Schmidt number can experience enhanced mixing at
low «/nN2, while scalars with lower Schmidt number
are transported by molecular diffusion. Differences
between the thermal and haline eddy diffusivities
TABLE 3. Source data for Fig. 15.
Flow/process Source Symbol
Wind-driven surface layer Imberger and Ivey (1991) )
Upper water column before winds MacIntyre (1993) 4
Upper water column after winds MacIntyre (1993) m
Strong shear at base of surface layer Imberger and Ivey (1991) r
Thermal in a homogeneous fluid Imberger and Ivey (1991) P
Thermal in weak stratification Imberger and Ivey (1991) .
Thermals impinging on thermocline Imberger and Ivey (1991) ✖
Penetrative convection Imberger and Ivey (1991) 1
Diurnal thermocline Imberger and Ivey (1991) s
Metalimnion Etemad-Shahidi and Imberger (2001) d
Interior before winds MacIntyre (1993) u
Interior after winds MacIntyre (1993) j
Intrusions Imberger and Ivey (1991) ►
Hypolimnetic mixing Imberger and Ivey (1991) ✴
Boundary mixing Imberger and Ivey (1991) ◁
Boundary mixing (small lake) Hondzo and Haider (2004) ◄
Benthic boundary layer (Kinneret) Lemckert and Imberger (1998) ✰
Benthic boundary layer (Biwa) Lemckert and Imberger (1998) w
Boundary mixing (Geneva) Fer et al. (2002) ✡
Boundary mixing (slope, Geneva) Fer et al. (2002) ✶
Strongly stratified estuary Etemad-Shahidi and Imberger (2002) Dashed–dotted
Estuarine embayment (pycnocline) Stevens (2003) Solid
Estuarine embayment (interior) Stevens (2003) Dotted
FIG. 15. Froude number–Reynolds number diagram with field observations and contours
of diffusivity ratio d 5 KS /KT. See Table 3 for data sources and associated symbols and
lines.
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made the eddy diffusivity of density depend on the
density ratio.
Differential diffusion was quantified over a large
range of «/nN2, and the effects of shear and the density
ratio on the diffusivity ratio were evaluated and com-
pared with results from theory, experiments, and direct
numerical simulations. The diffusivity ratio d 5 KS/KT
increased from about 0.05 to 1 over the range 0.1 ,
«/nN2 , 40. The trend of d with «/nN2 was consistent
with trends found in other experiments, simulations, and
theory, and the collapse of several datasets allowed the
diffusivity ratio to be expressed as a function of «/nN2.
Nevertheless, some quantitative differences between
datasets were apparent. In particular, although shear
decreased differential diffusion at constant values of
either Nh2r/n or NL
2/n in both the experiments and
theory, the present sheared two-layer flow showed sig-
nificantly more differential diffusion than observed in
rapid distortion theory for homogeneous turbulence
subjected to constant shear and stratification with the
same gradient Richardson number. Also, the experi-
ments showed no strong effect of the density ratio on the
diffusivity ratio. Difficulties in measuring differential
diffusion and the limited range of density ratios attain-
able in the laboratory experiments make detecting the
weak density ratio dependence predicted by DNS and
RDT challenging.
Many ecologically and environmentally important
flows in oceanography and limnology have values of
«/nN2 low enough to exhibit significant differential
diffusion. Estimates of eddy diffusivities within these
flows using conventional techniques such as micro-
structure measurements and tracer release experi-
ments must account for differential diffusion when
«/nN2 is small. Although large regions of the ocean and
many lakes may be susceptible to differential diffusion,
the overall effect of differential diffusion remains to be
evaluated systematically. Our measurements, synthe-
sis, and parameterization of differential diffusion
should help to incorporate it into models of the ocean
and lakes.
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a 5 Coefficient in power law for eddy diffusivity
a1, a2 5 Coefficients in Eq. (6), the relationship
between the diffusivity ratio and «/nN2
b 5 2gr/r0, buoyancy
C 5 (12Rf)/Rf, coefficient in expression for
limit of diffusive regime
C1 5 ~u/DU, empirical coefficient from Strang
(1997)





Cp 5 Specific heat
D 5 Molecular diffusivity
DS 5 Molecular diffusivity of salt
DT 5 Molecular diffusivity of temperature
d 5 KS/KT, (eddy) diffusivity ratio
E 5 ue/DU, entrainment coefficient
Fbe 5 Flux of buoyancy across the interface
FSe 5 Flux of salinity across the interface
FTe 5 Flux of temperature across the interface
FrT 5 ~u/N‘, turbulent Froude number
Gmax 5 Maximum value of the scalar gradient
g 5 Acceleration of gravity
hS 5 Depth of the upper layer in the salinity
profile
hT 5 Depth of the upper layer in the tempera-
ture profile
hr 5 Depth of the upper layer in the density
profile
KS 5 Eddy diffusivity of salinity
KT 5 Eddy diffusivity of temperature
Kr 5 Eddy diffusivity of density
L 5 Length scale representative of the initial
energy-containing eddies
‘ 5 Turbulent length scale
N 5 Buoyancy frequency
Nb 5 (Db/dr)
1/2, bulk buoyancy frequency in the
interface
n1, n2 5 Exponents in power laws for eddy diffusivity
qH 5 Heat flux
qS 5 Salinity flux
Rf 5 Flux Richardson number
Rr 5 2(a›T/›z)/(b›S/›z), local density ratio
Rrb 5 2aDT/bDS, bulk density ratio
ReT 5 ~u‘/n, turbulent Reynolds number
RiB 5 (Dbhr)/(DU)




2, bulk gradient Richardson
number
S 5 Salinity
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Sc 5 n/D, Schmidt number
T 5 Temperature
t 5 Time
~u 5 RMS velocity fluctuation
ue 5 dhr/dt, entrainment rate
x 5 Streamwise coordinate
z 5 Vertical coordinate
zmax 5 Location of the peak in the scalar gradient
profile
a 5 Thermal expansion coefficient
b 5 Haline contraction coefficient
g1 5 dU/hr, empirical coefficient from Strang
(1997)
Db 5 Buoyancy jump across the interface
DS 5 Salinity jump across the interface
DT 5 Temperature jump across the interface
DU 5 Velocity jump across the interface
Dr 5 Density jump across the interface
dS 5 Thickness of the salinity interface
dT 5 Thickness of the temperature interface
dU 5 Thickness of the velocity interface
dr 5 Thickness of the density interface
« 5 Rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic
energy
«a 5 Average dissipation in experiments of
Martin and Rehmann (2006)
«/nN2 5 Parameter measuring the intensity of tur-
bulence in a stratified flow
(«/nN2)t5 Value of «/nN
2 at which a transition in the
power laws occurs (Table 2)
n 5 Kinematic viscosity
r 5 Density
r0 5 Reference density
s 5 Vertical length scale used in fitting scalar
gradient profiles
F 5 Generic scalar
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